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THE CHALLENGE

It is estimated that more than 95,000 people die from alcohol-related causes in the U.S. each year and over 67,000 die from drug overdose (Esser, et. al, 2020; Hedegaard, Miniño & Warner, 2020). Fueled by the opioid epidemic, drug overdose is now the leading cause of accidental death in the country (CDC, 2018). Professional treatment helps many individuals abstain from or manage their substance use, particularly those with greater substance use severity (Kelly, Bergman, Hoeppner, Vilsaint & White, 2018). However, the demand for substance use treatment is drastically outpacing the availability, as only 12.2% of the estimated 21.6 million individuals in need of substance use treatment are able to successfully access care (SAMHSA, 2019). Still, recovery without treatment is a common occurrence. In fact, only about one in four of those who have achieved stable recovery used treatment to do so (Kelly, Bergman, Hoeppner, Vilsaint & White, 2018; Sobell, Cunningham & Sobell, 1996). While more than half (58%) of those who have struggled with the use of substances will eventually enter sustained recovery (Kessler, 1994), the means by which they achieve sustained recovery varies greatly.

No matter the means of attaining remission, one critical component to sustaining sobriety is finding a recovery support network through which individuals encourage one another and learn about recovery from their respective lived experience (Best, 2012). The stigmatization attached to a history of substance use makes it challenging for some to find this supportive network. Without this network of support, many are forced to either return to the network of users they are familiar with or remain socially isolated, both options increasing the risk of relapse (Best & Lubman, 2017). Additionally, individuals with a substance use disorder are far more likely to have experienced interpersonal trauma (as a child or in adulthood) in which an experience or experiences with others has caused lasting emotional distress (Garami, 2019). For example, Lincoln and colleagues (2006) found that 60–70% of women enrolled in substance use treatment reported that they had been victims of domestic violence from their partners. Liebschutz and colleagues (2016) found that 81% of women and 69% of men with substance use disorder reported past physical or sexual abuse, starting between the ages of 11 and 13. These traumatic experiences leave the victims feeling vulnerable, untrusting of others and that their environments are unsafe (Forbes et al., 2014).

Taken together, we are currently facing a public health crisis that is claiming the lives of over 150,000 people every year. While professional treatment is helping many initiate their recovery, supportive social networks are critically needed to prevent relapse after treatment or to support the large number of people who do not use treatment as part of their recovery process. Above all, these networks must be sensitive to the shame and emotional distress experienced by those seeking help and intentionally create a welcoming and emotionally safe environment where they can heal.
The Phoenix Sober Active Community Model

The Phoenix ("Phoenix") is a sober active community that provides free, active and engaging programming - such as rock climbing, CrossFit, yoga, dance classes and social events - to anyone in recovery from a substance use disorder or who chooses to live a sober lifestyle. Phoenix is not a replacement for treatment, nor is it simply a “sober gym.” Instead, Phoenix picks up where treatment services leave off by offering a welcoming, safe and supportive community to recover and heal, free to anyone with at least 48 hours of continuous sobriety. Recognizing the interpersonal trauma and social isolation are at the core of many people’s addiction, all programming is aimed at bringing individuals into a community that instills hope instead of fear and fosters personal growth without judgment. Phoenix instructors are peers who have lived experiences through their own recovery journey or personal connection to the mission, which promotes trust, hope and emotional safety.

The Phoenix theory of change is illustrated in the organization’s logic model (Figure 1). The model focuses on two key strategies: 1) provide access to active and engaging events and 2) build a restorative social network of peers in an emotionally safe environment. There is a great deal of evidence linking participation in physical activity with improvements in physical health (Warburton, Nicol & Bredin, 2006), and, for those struggling with a substance use disorder, physical activity can enhance abstinence and other recovery-related outcomes (Stevens, Hubbard & Leutwyler, 2020; Pekmezi, Carr, Barbera & Marcus, 2012). To open the community to those who may not be interested in group fitness classes, Phoenix also offers events that bring people together, such as book clubs and social gatherings. These activities are just as instrumental in supporting someone’s recovery as the physically active events. In research of individuals in recovery from heroin or alcohol use, Best and colleagues (2012) found that the total number of times a person engaged in “meaningful activities,” regardless of the type of activity, was positively associated improved functioning and quality of life for individuals. The other factor the researchers found to be critically important for sustained recovery was increasing the number of sober peers in a person’s social network, Phoenix’s second strategy. Phoenix’s strategy isn’t simply to increase the number of peers in a person’s network. Perhaps more importantly, the network itself must be a place that is healing-focused and emotionally safe, or what organizational psychologists call “psychologically safe.” Organization management research into group dynamics has demonstrated that psychological safety or allowing individuals to “employ one’s self without fear of negative consequences of self-image,” is a fundamental driver of workplace effectiveness (Kahn, 1990). Within this context, respect and acceptance mediates knowledge sharing within a group, resulting in teams working together more efficiently (Yixiang, 2010). In the Phoenix community, psychological safety is also used as a mediator for behavior change. Inclusiveness and respect for others are at the core of the Phoenix community standards, which are agreed upon by every member before participating in programming and are reviewed by instructors at events. The Phoenix approach is to create an emotionally safe environment where one can explore a sober lifestyle and experience self-directed growth. Trust is a principal antecedent to fostering psychological safety (Kahn, 1990) and Phoenix’s peer-based model builds trust with individuals attending programming through shared experiences and mutual identification. [Note: while “psychological safety” and “emotional safety” may be operationalized differently across fields of study, for simplicity, the concept will be referred to as “emotional safety” throughout this article.]
Through their review of 97 studies on personal recovery, Leamy, Bird, Boutillier, Williams and Slade (2011) developed an empirically-based conceptual framework of the recovery process. The framework named with the acronym “CHIME,” highlights five dimensions of growth common across descriptions of the recovery process: Connectedness, Hope and optimism about the future, Identity, Meaning in life and Empowerment. The CHIMES conceptual framework aligns with the underlying theories considered when formulating Phoenix’s Sober Active Community model and is used to categorize the short-term personal growth outcomes of the members it serves.

**Connectedness** – Social isolation at a young age has been found to be associated with the onset of addiction later in life (Chou, Liang & Sareen, 2011), while the stigmatization attached to a history of substance use perpetuates the isolation and places many individuals in recovery from a substance use disorder at risk for relapse (Best & Lubman, 2017). Qualitative studies have also demonstrated a pathway to addiction in which socially isolated individuals gain a sense of belonging and support by joining a social network of other users (Dingle, Cruwys & Frings, 2015). Conversely, building connections to a network of peers in recovery has been shown to be among the strongest predictors of sustained remission (Longabaugh, Wirtz, Zywiak, & O’Malley, 2010; Best, et. al., 2012). In this way, overcoming social isolation by strengthening perceptions of connectedness to others - particularly supportive peers in recovery – plays a crucial role in the recovery process. In fact, in a study of over 500 individuals in recovery from substance use disorder, the “shift from a state of isolation to a state of social connectedness” was identified as a principal factor associated with the transition from addiction to recovery and positive changes in the composition of the individuals’ social networks (Bathish, et. al, 2017). Participation in group fitness and other active social events initiates social interactions and have been shown to strengthen social connectedness, as participants build relationships and form trust during the activities (Lubans, et. al., 2016). Phoenix leverages the social benefits of fitness and active events to introduce individuals with substance use disorder to a supportive recovery community.

**Hope** - In longitudinal research of individuals in recovery from a substance use disorder, positive expectations, or “hope,” about living a sober lifestyle have been linked to stronger motivation to stay sober and subsequent positive substance use outcomes (Korcha, et al., 2011). While previous experience often influences a person’s sense of hope, Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) (Bandura, 1977) highlights three additional social-behavioral pathways through which hope can be formed. First, through “vicarious experiences,” in which individuals observe the benefits of a behavior when it is modeled by others. SCT also suggests that hope can be formed through “persuasive communication” from others and through
“psychological attachment,” or the emotional response experienced after performing the behavior. Phoenix uses these strategies to instill hope about living a sober life for the individuals it serves. Leveraging the enjoyment, gratification and fun found in group fitness and exercise, members observe one another living a fulfilling sober life. The organization uses persuasive communication in marketing, social media and personal interactions to highlight the benefits and pride that can be found through a life in recovery, and provides, with little barrier to entry, an opportunity for experiential learning and emotional exhilaration.

**Identity** – Stigma affects people through a social psychological process in which societal stereotyped beliefs are used to form a negative self-image (Link & Phela, 2001). For those with a substance use disorder, the stigma associated with previous substance misuse can bring on or deepen feelings of shame and worthlessness (Wiechelt, 2007) and these negative self-perceptions often result in poorer social functioning (Perlick et al., 2001), delaying and dropping out of treatment (Kushner & Sher, 1991; Sirey et al., 2001) and relapse (Wiechelt & Sales, 2001). Acceptance-based interventions offer a promising approach to breaking the cycle of stigma, shame and poor self-judgment by encouraging acceptance of hardships and a commitment to making necessary positive changes to move forward. In Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), for example, individuals are encouraged to observe their feelings of shame, remove attachment to the feelings and focus their attention on actions that create self-worth. In a randomized control trial of 133 patients of a substance use inpatient treatment program, it was found that treatment that included ACT reduced feelings of shame and led to fewer days of substance use and higher treatment attendance than treatment as usual (Luoma, Kohlenberg, Hayes & Fletcher, 2012). Interventions that apply Shame Resilience Theory (SRT), which focuses on increasing awareness of shame and its sociocultural triggers, have also effectively reduced feelings of shame and improved treatment outcomes (Hernandez & Mendoza, 2011). Phoenix facilitates a similar cognitive diffusion process in which individuals served are encouraged to shift their identities from “exiled addict” to “supportive friend” and to focus on the positive changes they are making in their life in recovery.

**Meaningful Life** – Research has shown that individuals who engage in volunteerism have 60% lower mortality rates than those who do not (Oman, Thoresen, & McMahon, 1999). Likewise, in studies of older adults, providing instrumental or emotional support to friends, neighbors and relatives lowered mortality rates by 50% during the study period (Brown, Nesse, Vinokur, & Smith, 2003). Thus, living a meaningful life in which your actions give you a sense of purpose may play an important role in overall well-being. There is evidence linking low purpose in life with alcohol (Robinson et. al., 2007), cocaine (Kinnier, et. al., 1994), and poly-substance abuse (Krentzman, Farkas & Townsend, 2010) and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA) has identified increasing purpose in life as a critical aspect in recovery (Del Vecchio, 2012). Generally speaking, for individuals with substance use disorder having any sober activities to participate in that provide direction and structure protect against relapse (Best, et. al., 2012). Every day of the week, Phoenix provides a wide variety of active events for individuals in recovery to participate in. Beyond just filling a calendar, however, engaging with the Phoenix community provides opportunities to give back to others in a meaningful way. Through a system of mutual aid, individuals who have sustained their sobriety are able to support those new to recovery, gaining a sense of purpose and direction in return.

**Empowerment** - In their study of a group treatment program for alcohol-dependent men and women, Litt, Kadden, Cooney, & Kabela (2003) found that those with higher baseline self-efficacy, or the confidence one has in their ability to successfully achieve a behavioral outcome, predicted more...
improvements in coping during treatment and, in turn, predicted a higher likelihood of maintaining a stable remission. Increased self-efficacy after treatment has also been independently identified as a principal determinant of sustained recovery (Moos & Moos, 2006; Moos, 2007). Bandura’s (2004) describes self-efficacy, as “a focal determinant because it affects health behavior both directly and by its influence on the other determinants” and in his pioneering research of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977) identified successful performance attainment as a fundamental strategy linked to improved self-efficacy. Phoenix leads active events across many disciplines, which allows members to set attainable goals that are supported in an ongoing way by instructors and other members of the community, facilitating successful achievement and fostering greater self-efficacy.

Achieving sustained remission is not a linear process, and relapse may happen at any point in a person’s lifetime. However, with regard to the recovery process, it is reasonable to assume that individuals new to recovery are working towards growing in each of the domains of the CHIME framework in order to begin the recovery process, while those who have already lived in recovery for some time are working to sustain their recovery and often looking for a way to give back to the recovery community. Accordingly, the Phoenix model assumes individuals new to recovery may have a more difficult time sustaining their sobriety, but as they continue to engage with the Phoenix community they will experience significant growth in each of the domains of the CHIME framework, resulting in greater motivation to stay sober. Phoenix members in long-term recovery serve as a network of peers and mentors that the entire community can turn to for support. These members also continue participating to maintain the gains they have made in their time in recovery.

RESULTS

As part of its ongoing monitoring and evaluation strategy, Phoenix emails a survey to all members three months after participating in their first event. The survey measures participants’ perceptions of emotional safety they have experienced with the Phoenix community over the first three months, how much change occurred in each of the domains of the CHIME framework, motivation to stay sober and health status, as well as self-reported relapse. New scales were developed to measure perceptions of emotional safety and hope. All other questions used are derived from validated instruments, including the Social Connectedness Scale-Revised (Lee, Drape, & Lee, 2001) to measure connectedness, Rosenberg’s (1965) Self-Esteem Scale to measure positive identity, the Purpose-in-Life Scale (Robbins & Francis, 2000) to measure meaningfulness in life and the General Self-Efficacy Scale (Chen, Gully & Eden, 2001) to measure empowerment. All measures were pilot tested, refined and validated using responses collected from a sample of members in 2016 and 2017. More details about the development of the survey tool and the Phoenix evaluation framework can be found in Appendix A.

Using evaluation data collected in 2018-19, Wyker & Hillios (2019) tested the principal theory underlying the Sober Active Community model that creating an emotionally safe community drives personal growth in recovery. They found that, in fact, greater attendance at Phoenix events increased members’ sense of emotional safety and the sense of emotional safety increases hope, social connectedness and empowerment. In turn, hope, connectedness and empowerment predicted greater motivation to stay sober and improved mental and physical health. While this research illuminated the mechanism for change at work for The Phoenix, little has been reported on the outcomes of participation. Here we present results from our assessment of the changes reported by Phoenix members after three months of participation.
Data used for this analysis included all data collected with the Phoenix evaluation survey from individuals who enrolled between May 26, 2018 through October 31, 2019. During this period, 9,824 individuals completed new member enrollment forms and attended at least one event. In total, 366 of these individuals responded to the evaluation survey and it was assumed that each member of the population had an equal chance of being selected for the survey (simple random sampling). Given this assumption, 366 surveys are sufficient to generate estimates about the entire population of new members, with a 5% margin of error (Kadam & Bhalerao, 2010). However, it was found that survey respondents differed from the total population of new members enrolled during this period in several key demographic areas, self-identified recovery status and in their level of participation (see Table 1 for specific differences), suggesting that there may have been a selection bias in how surveys were collected. To correct for the imbalances between the survey sample and the population, inverse probability weighting was used to generate a weight for each respondent. When applied to analyses, those who were under or overrepresented in the survey (based on their demographics, recovery status and level of participation) represented more or less of the total population (Mansournia & Altman, 2016). Survey respondents were asked if they consider themselves to be a “member” of Phoenix. As the purpose of this study was to assess the outcomes of participation in Phoenix programming, only those who consider themselves to be active members were included in the analyses (n=299). Using the Phoenix logic model as a guide, reported here are changes in the short-term outcomes (each domain of the CHIME framework) and the intermediate outcomes of motivation to stay sober, sustained sobriety and self-reported health of these members after three months of participation. Results are stratified by self-identified recovery status, given the hypothesized difference in outcomes. During the data collection period, approximately 55% of new members in recovery consider themselves to be new to recovery, while 45% consider themselves to be in long-term recovery.

### Table 1: Demographics, Recovery Status & Participation
**Sample vs. Population**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>% Survey Respondents (Sample)</th>
<th>% All New Members (Population)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 38+</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White / Caucasian</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual Orientation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to answer</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery Status</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New to recovery</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent Attendance*</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total number of days attended during the study period were divided by the total days since enrollment. Those in the top third of the proportion distribution considered “frequent.”
Chart 1 shows the estimated percentage of members new to recovery who reported making an improvement in each domain of the CHIME framework after their first three months of participating in Phoenix programming (with 95% confidence intervals). Across all domains, nearly 9 out of 10 members reported making gains in the five common characteristics of a successful recovery process. Moreover, 70% of members who were new to recovery reported they were more motivated to stay sober and it was found that growth on each of these domains was positively associated with the increased motivation to stay sober.

Chart 1: Percent of Members New to Recovery Reporting Three Month Improvement in CHIME Domains

Connectedness was rated on a 1 to 6 scale and all other outcomes were rated on a 1 to 5 scale, where 1 was the lowest rating and 5 or 6 was the highest rating. Chart 2 shows the average rating for each CHIME domain when joining Phoenix and three months later, for members new to recovery and for those in long-term recovery. The change on all outcomes for both those new to recovery and those in long-term recovery was statistically significant (p < 0.05). As expected, those new to recovery had lower ratings on all CHIME domains when they joined Phoenix than those who identified as being in long-term recovery and reported a greater amount of change in these domains. Nevertheless, members who were in long-term recovery also reported growth in each domain, suggesting that participation helped these individuals maintain or grow in areas that support their recovery.

Chart 2: Mean Ratings on CHIME Domains Before and After Joining Phoenix

New to Recovery vs. In Long-Term Recovery
While overall participants at the Phoenix report 87% remaining sober after 3 months, we naturally see some differences between new-to-recovery and long-term recovery individuals. Chart 3 shows the percentage of members who reported relapsing (with 95% confidence intervals) by recovery status. As expected, members who identified as being in long-term recovery were less likely to relapse, with only 6% reporting any substance use in the past three months. While 19% of members new to recovery reported that they had relapsed, nearly three-quarters (74%) had returned to sobriety and reported Phoenix helped them do so. Overall, fewer than 20% of members had relapsed during the first three months of participation.

**CHART 3: SELF-REPORTED THREE-MONTH RELAPSE RATES**
**NEW TO RECOVERY VS. IN LONG-TERM RECOVERY**

Finally, self-rated health status was examined to assess the potential impact that participation in Phoenix programming may have on reducing drug-related healthcare cost in the U.S. Self-rated health status is a single-item measure of health-related quality of life included in several large-scale national health studies as an indicator of a population’s overall well-being. Across these studies, lower self-rated health status has consistently been associated with mortality, adverse health events and health care utilization (Idler & Benyamini, 1997). Thus, those who rate their health as “fair” or “poor” are predicted to add significantly to the nation’s healthcare costs. Data collected through the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System in 2019 show that, nationally, 18% of Americans rate their health as “fair” or “poor” (CDC, 2019). By comparison, 57% of Phoenix members rate their health on their first day at Phoenix as “fair” or “poor.” However, after three months of participating, this number dropped to only 4%, a rate roughly four times lower than the national average.
CONCLUSION

Services and supports during the critical period after treatment and across the life course of a substance use disorder are markedly absent from the continuum of care. Through Phoenix programming, individuals with a substance use disorder are able to engage in meaningful activities alongside peers with lived experiences, all within a culture that is healing focused. Those new to recovery are able to make connections and improve their self-perceptions in ways that are critical to a successful recovery process, while members who have sustained their recovery continue to thrive by contributing to the greater recovery community. Consequently, thousands of individuals are able to sustain their remission from substance use, improve their health and lessen the burden of drug and alcohol related healthcare cost in the U.S.
APPENDIX A: PHOENIX EVALUATION METHODS

Phoenix emails a survey to all members three months after participating in their first event. The survey measures participants’ perceptions of emotional safety they have experienced with the Phoenix community over the first three months, how much change occurred in each of the domains of the CHIME framework, motivation to stay sober and health status, as well as self-reported relapse. As an incentive, individuals who completed the survey were entered into a monthly drawing for a $25 gift card to a retail store or $50 credit toward Phoenix merchandise.

All measures were pilot tested, refined and validated using responses collected from a sample of members in 2016 and 2017. Items were evaluated and either removed or retained based on the following psychometric benchmarks:

- Internal consistency of scale, Cronbach’s Alpha >=.70
- Excluded items that increased Cronbach’s Alpha when removed
- Item “difficulty,” or the mean/ # response ideally between 0.20 and 0.80
- Item discrimination, Correlated Item Total Correlation >=.40
- Factor loading >.70 with items of the same domain on one factor

New scales were developed to measure perceptions of emotional safety and hope. All other questions used are derived from validated instruments, including the Social Connectedness Scale-Revised (Lee, Drape, & Lee, 2001) to measure connectedness, Rosenberg’s (1965) Self-Esteem Scale to measure positive identity, the Purpose-in-Life Scale (Robbins & Francis, 2000) to measure meaningfulness in life and the General Self-Efficacy Scale (Chen, Gully & Eden, 2001) to measure empowerment.

To measure perceptions of psychological safety, members were asked to rate how frequently they experience various displays of psychological safety while participating in events (e.g., respected, valued, etc.). Response options were scored on a five-point scale, ranging from “never” (1) to “always” (5). Outcomes related the CHIME domains, motivation to stay sober, physical health and mental health were measured as perceived change in each outcome over the first three months of participation. As members participated in Phoenix programming, they may have changed their understanding of the recovery-related outcomes being measured and pre-post participation assessments could be limited by a ceiling effect in the data collection process. For example, all members must have 48 hours of sobriety before attending events. Therefore, members who are new to recovery, particularly those who have recently completed treatment programs, are likely to have high self-ratings on baseline measures of recovery-related outcomes the first day they attend an event, as they have been able to successfully keep their substance use disorder in remission. These “baseline” measures speak more to the benefit of services used (or not used) prior to coming to Phoenix than the start of the recovery process. To account for the high potential for “response shift” before and after participation (Levinson, Gordon, & Skeff, 1990) and to provide more variability in responses, a retrospective design was utilized in the evaluation survey. To measure changes in the CHIME domains, motivation to stay sober, overall health, physical health, and mental health, members were asked to rate how well items related to each domain and how they described themselves on the first day they started participating and how these items describe themselves currently. Response options for items related to hope, identity, meaningful life and empowerment were scored on a five-point scale, ranging from “not at all” (1) to “completely” (5), while response options for the social connectedness items were scored using the SCS-R six-point scale of “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (6). Following the format of the widely-used single indicator
of Self-Rated Health (Idler and Benyamini, 1997), response options for single item questions regarding physical health, mental health and motivation ranged from “Excellent” [1] to “Poor” [5] and were reversed coded during the analysis to align with the response options of all other items included in the survey. A different score was calculated for each item by subtracting the rating given for the first day from the rating given for the current day. The data were, therefore, not treated as absolute ratings of pre and post participation. Rather, they are treated as cross-sectional data points that allow for relative comparisons.
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